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Alpha
2012-05-22

for the visitors to wilsonville the largest theme park in the world the day began with a smile by the end they wonder will
they be able to escape with their lives retired delta force operator master sergeant jonathan jad bell is wilsonville s lead
undercover security officer the threat begins with the announcement of a hidden dirty bomb but quickly becomes
something far far worse trained since the age of seventeen to save innocent victims from impossible hostage situations jad
scrambles to assess the threat and protect the visitors he will come face to face with a villain whose training matches his in
every way and presents a threat jad may not be able to stop

Wonder Woman by Greg Rucka Vol. 3
2019-08-13

as the infinite crisis rages around it paradise island comes under attack by omacs but even with wonder woman s help the
amazons must make a fateful decision one that will change diana s life and mission forever all the while black lantern
maxwell lord has risen and he seeks revenge and retribution for his murder at the hands of diana look for unexpected
changes to await wonder woman in the course of this series as she plays a major role in the war of light against the black
lanterns collects wonder woman 218 226 plus blackest night wonder woman 1 3

Bravo
2014-07-22

the thrilling follow up to alpha continues the jad bell series from new york times bestselling author greg rucka still
recovering from traumas both physical and emotional jad bell is tasked with bringing in the uzbek principal organizer of
the terrorist attack that nearly cost bell his ex wife and daughter but the uzbek s just the beginning his employer the
architect has already set in motion another even more devastating attack at the center of it all are two women under deep
cover one as beautiful as she is deadly has just been dispatched on american soil to execute the architect s deadly plans the
other is an american just emerging from a complex web of lies whose intel may be the only hope bell has to stop the assault
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before it begins but after years of pretending to be somebody else can she be trusted

Alpha : a Jad Bell Novel
2012

for the visitors to wilsonville the largest theme park in the world the day began with a smile by the end they wonder will
they be able to escape with their lives retired delta force operator master sergeant jonathan jad bell is wilsonville s lead
undercover security officer the threat begins with the announcement of a hidden dirty bomb but quickly becomes
something far far worse

Wonder Woman - Rebirth, Band 1
2020-02-25

wahre bestien wonder woman kämpft mit dem lasso der wahrheit und der macht der götter für das gute auf einmal aber
muss sie erkennen dass jemand ihre persönlichen erinnerungen manipuliert und ihre eigene geschichte verändert noch
schlimmer für sie ist dass ihr der weg in ihre heimat zur paradiesinsel der amazonen verwehrt wird um dieses rätsel zu
lösen verbündet sie sich sogar mit ihrer langjährigen feindin der bestialischen cheetah sie ahnt nicht dass zur gleichen zeit
ihr ehemaliger liebhaber steve trevor mit seiner spezialeinheit in die gewalt eines afrikanischen warlord gerät der über
finstere kräfte gebietet der start der sensationellen neuen wonder woman serie geschrieben von top autor greg rucka
gotham central und mit zeichnungen von liam sharp gears of war und matthew clark final crisis

The Forged #7
2024-04-24

new story arc war at the front vic and company join forged teams rapier and gladius to bring the war against the phobes to
the skull nebula meanwhile general davian struggles to uncover just what the empress and her cassandras are up to
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Superman: World of New Krypton (2009-) #2
2011-03-02

superman thought that by joining his people on new krypton he could ease some of the tension between earth and new
kryptonâ but lately nothing s been easy for the man of steel alura still shows no signs of becoming the kind of leader
superman wants her to be the people of new krypton still don t understand the responsibilities that come with their new
abilities and zod superman doesn t even know where to start with zod all he knows is that he can t be trusted and zod is
about to prove him right

Bravo
2014-07-22

the thrilling follow up to alpha continues the jad bell series from new york times bestselling author greg rucka still
recovering from traumas both physical and emotional jad bell is tasked with bringing in the uzbek principal organizer of
the terrorist attack that nearly cost bell his ex wife and daughter but the uzbek s just the beginning his employer the
architect has already set in motion another even more devastating attack at the center of it all are two women under deep
cover one as beautiful as she is deadly has just been dispatched on american soil to execute the architect s deadly plans the
other is an american just emerging from a complex web of lies whose intel may be the only hope bell has to stop the assault
before it begins but after years of pretending to be somebody else can she be trusted

The Forged #8
2024-05-22

vic is mia and the mantle of leading scimitar 3 falls to crazyjoÉif she doesnÕt crack first at court davian unravels intrigue
as the empress makes her own moves is she as erratic as she seems
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Marvel Knights Black Widow By Grayson & Rucka: The Complete
Collection
2018-10-10

collecting black widow 1999 1 3 black widow 2001 1 3 and black widow pale little spider 1 3 natasha romanoff has always
led a life of adventure a former soviet spy she defected to the west and became a super hero and avenger natasha has
earned a reputation as a consummate professional coldly efficient and deadly as her namesake but now her time as black
widow may be running out yelena belova is the first student in the history of the red room to exceed natasha s skills and
now she s gunning for the mantle she feels was stolen from her and she s determined to put natasha in the grave prepare
for a war of the widows that will rage from the middle east s deserts to new york s upper west side and explore the history
of the pale little spider in a never before collected tale

Batman - Meurtrier & fugitif - Tome 3
2020-01-13T00:00:00+01:00

trois mois ont passé depuis le meurtre de vesper fairchild et bruce wayne demeure introuvable sillonnant les rues à la
recherche de nouveaux indices pour innocenter son alter ego le chevalier noir croise la route d azrael une rencontre qui lui
réserve bien des surprises de leur côté les membres de la bat famille sont maintenant convaincus de l innocence de leur
mentor mais tout reste encore à prouver et le meurtrier à retrouver contient nightwing 69 batman 603 607 detective
comics 768 775 batman gotham knights 29 32 batgirl 29 33

Lazarus Sourcebook #1
2016-04-20

carlyle following the revelations of poison and leading into the bloody events of cull with lazarus 22 in may a new look at
the world of lazarus what s it like to live life under the carlyle regime this is where you find out
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Bruce Wayne, Fugitive
2003

batman has learned who framed him and tried to put bruce wayne away for murder

Lazarus: The Third Collection
2019-09-18

sixteen families fight to control the world that s fifteen too many the time has come for the cull so begins the next phase of
lazarus the critically acclaimed new york times bestselling series from eisner winners michael lark and greg rucka forever
the lazarus of the carlyle family has been sidelined her loyalties thrown into question to win her trust her sister johanna
must reveal the family s most closely guarded secret the truth of forever carlyle herself meanwhile the effects of the
conclave war are being felt around the globe in six individual stories written by greg rucka collaborating with a roster of
star studded talent including writers eric trautmann neal bailey and aaron duran and artists steve lieber bilquis evely
tristan jones and others in a world that refuses compromise there is only complicity collects lazarus 22 26 lazarus x 66 1 6

Lazarus Vol. 5: Cull
2017-05-31

this prestige hardcover collects the first two arcs of the critically acclaimed and new york times bestselling series family
which introduces forever carlyle and her family as they are brought to the brink of war in a future of economic collapse and
lift where forever uncovers a terrorist plot against her family while another family altogether the barrets take desperate
measures to escape their life of poverty plus never before seen work by michael lark and graphic designer eric trautmann
and exclusive world building content collects lazarus 1 9 with four page preview and additional content
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Lazarus #24
2016-08-31

cull part three forever gets schooled sonja gets revenge

The Forged Vol. 1
2023-09-13

collecting the first arc of the comic that combines the pulp sci fi over the top frenzied mayhem of operation black box with
the spirit of heavy metal and any other comics you tried to hide from your parents meet the forged elite warriors in service
to the eternal empress it s a routine recovery op on a distant world what could possibly go wrong spoiler just about
everything

Lazarus The Second Collection
2016-05-18

sixteen families have gathered together in the exclusive luxury confines of triton one to resolve the emerging conflict
between carlyle and hock and theyêve brought their lazari with them deception and war go hand in hand culminating in a
final revelation that will truly change everything for forever carlyle collects lazarus 10 21

Opération Urban Été 2024 - Infinite Crisis - Le Projet OMAC
2024-06-26T00:00:00+02:00

quand blue beetle justicier peu considéré par ses pairs de la justice league enquête sur la mise en faillite de sa compagnie
celui ci découvre un complot visant à annihiler toute la population métahumaine de la planète pire ce projet omac risque de
porter un coup fatal aux liens unissant superman wonder woman et batman et de se répercuter sur l ensemble des
justiciers
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Wonder Woman (2016-) #13
2016-12-28

between the lies and the truth following the conclusion of the lies steve trevor must grapple with revelations about not only
wonder woman but himself as well

The OMAC Project (2005-) #5
2017-01-24

brother eye s assault continues as the omacs systematically take out the members of the jli and sasha bordeaux desperate
to neutralize the threat one league member makes the ultimate sacrifice while max lord s secret weapon comes to life

Perfect Dark: Initial Vector
2006-05-30

the year is 2020 corporations control everything in the name of domination these sprawling organizations have recruited
their own military forces to fight clandestine battles against one another a war fought in the boardrooms and won in the
shadows with the public none the wiser ex bounty hunter joanna dark has unwillingly seen the front lines of this war her
run in with datadyne the world s most powerful hypercorporation has left her with a wound that only vengeance can heal
daniel carrington the charismatic founder of the carrington institute has been locked in an ongoing war with datadyne for
years and sees joanna s deadly skills as the key to victory over their mutual enemy but joanna is young and lost unable to
accept her abilities as virtues or fully trust carrington s intentions but when an explosive secret is unearthed one that could
finally bring down the threat of datadyne once and for all joanna finds herself thrust back into the fight one that brings her
face to face with her past and the forces shaping her future at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital
rights management software drm applied
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Wonder Woman Rebirth - Tome 3 - La vérité - Partie 1
2022-04-04T00:00:00+02:00

wonder woman ne retrouve plus le chemin vers themyscira l endroit qu elle pensait être l Île du paradis était en fait un
cauchemar façonné par de mystérieux ennemis au bord du gouffre diana perd la raison et se retrouve enfermée dans un
hôpital psychiatrique de londres de son côté veronica cale puissante businesswoman se remémore la perte de sa fille
unique isadore contient wonder woman 13 15 20

Lazarus Sourcebook Collection Vol. 1
2018-04-25

collecting the first three lazarus sourcebooks covering the lands ruled by carlyle hock and vassalovka now in one volume
with revised and expanded content including additions to reflect developments in lazarus as the series moves into the year
x 67 with ñfracture î beginning summer of 2018

The Forged #1
2023-03-15

series premiere in the 11th millennium of the rule of the eternal empress a squad of planet smashing super soldiers find
their routine mission to be anything but these are the forged they take no prisoners written by greg rucka eric trautmann
and brought to the page by mike henderson embark upon an over the top pulp adventure of sex violence and sci fi inspired
by conan heavy metal and other comics you tried to hide from your parents

Perfect Dark: Second Front
2007-05-29

the war between datadyne and the carrington institute is heating up carrington offices around the globe are being
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systematically targeted and destroyed by unknown forces and the casualties are mounting and more importantly profits are
dwindling joanna dark fresh from her first mission codenamed initial vector and now operating as a full fledged secret
agent for the carrington institute is assigned to hunt down and destroy those responsible for the attacks but her search for
the faceless enemy leads her not just into another bloody battle with hypercorp datadyne but headlong into a global
conspiracy that s been shaping the world for decades at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied

Lazarus #9
2014-07-02

lift part five the critically acclaimed series reaches the conclusion of its second arc as lift selection begins in denver with
hundreds of thousands of waste from all over the carlyle domain desperate for a chance at a better life amongst them the
barret family reach for their last hope the resistance seeks to strike a blow and forever must find a needle in a haystack

Lazarus #26
2017-03-29

cull part five vassalovka strikes the beast is unchained forever suffers a devastating loss

Lazarus Vol. 2
2014-07-30

the second story arc in the new york times bestselling series forever uncovers rebellion brewing in la and the barrets a
family of waste undertake a 500 mile journey to denver in the hope that one of their family will be noticed by the carlyles
and lifted to serf status
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Lazarus Sourcebook #2: Hock
2017-05-10

the cull has ended and the world has changed the carlyle family s most implacable foe hock stands as determined and
vicious as ever venture to the lands east of the mississippi where doctor hock has the prescription to cure all of your illsÉif
you can survive the treatment

The OMAC Project (2005-) #4
2017-01-24

continued from wonder woman 219 with max lord gone brother eye unleashes the omacs who begin to wreak havoc in
checkmate and russia with batman out of commission sasha bordeaux must stop the supercomputer before it s too late

Judge, Jury and Executioner
2021-09-08

since the punisher s first appearance in the pages of spider man 129 the character has become one of the most popular and
controversial figures in marvel s vast universe the punisher represents one of the most recognizable types of anti heroes
his iconic skull insignia stands for a unique type of justice protecting the innocent while violently eliminating everyone he
sees as a villain this collection examines the punisher from philosophical perspectives about morality and justice essays
critique the character through the lenses of gender and feminism consider the punisher s veteran status in relation the
vietnam afghanistan and iraq wars and examine how politics and gun violence connect the punisher s world with the real
world many iterations of the punisher are examined within including the netflix release of marvel s the punisher comics
series such as punisher max marvel knights and cosmic ghost rider and several fan fiction stories
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Witchblade #167
2013-06-19

the bitter former witchblade bearer katarina has transcended the faerie realm travelling to chicago to intercept the fugitive
murderer toio mulranny and she s going to get the witchblade s help to catch him whether sara pezinni wants to or not

Image+ Vol. 2 #8
2018-03-28

volume two of the diamond gem award winning comics magazine image continues with all the hard hitting content you love
this issue features 80 pages of interviews previews and in depth features plus exclusive comics content

The Forged #6
2023-11-15

end of story arc the second arc concludes agents of the empire attempt to murder vic and the team in a variety of inventive
and horrible ways but it turns out it s all just a terrible misunderstanding so you know itÕs business as usual also harpo
gets laid

Infinite Crisis - Tome 1 - Le projet O.M.A.C.
2019-11-18T00:00:00+01:00

quand blue beetle justicier peu considéré par ses pairs de la justice league enquête sur la mise en faillite de sa compagnie
celui ci découvre un complot visant à annihiler toute la population métahumaine de la planète pire ce projet omac risque de
porter un coup fatal aux liens unissant superman wonder woman et batman et de se répercuter sur l ensemble des
justiciers contient countdown to infinite crisis 1 omac project 1 6 superman 219 action comics 829 adventures of superman
642 wonder woman 219
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Lazarus #21
2015-12-30

the conclusion of poison and an ending that ll rock your world

Wonder Woman - Rebirth, Band 2
2020-02-25

schatten der vergangenheit verzweifelt sucht wonder woman einen weg zurück in ihre heimat die paradiesinsel der
amazonen doch sie und ihr begleiter steve trevor landen auf einem eiland auf dem es offenbar nie eine amazonenkultur
gegeben hat während wonder woman in eine schockstarre verfällt werden sie und steve von einer spezialeinheit der
großindustriellen veronica cale angegriffen die frage warum es veronica auf wonder woman abgesehen hat und selbst zur
paradiesinsel finden will führt in die vergangenheit der amazonenprinzessin kurz nachdem sie in die welt der menschen
kam und als sich ihre freundin barbara ann in die wilde cheetah verwandelte die große wonder woman saga von bestseller
autor greg rucka wonder woman batman hiketeia geht weiter mit zeichnungen von bilquis evely nicola scott und anderen

Morning Glories #28
2013-06-26

and there is no end

Lazarus: Risen #2
2019-07-24

fracture i part two the alliance between carlyle and d souza is nothing more than a trap and now forever must face not one
but two lazari in a desperate battle to the death and at sequoia marisol finds herself following eight s footsteps into a
snowy night the secrets are beginning to take their toll and when they come out the results will be shattering all this plus
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artifacts from the firm of trautmann and howe another installment of world of lazarus tools of war and original short fiction
by award winning author adam christopher
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